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Big Cats
by Ellen L. Moore

Fountas-Pinnell Level P
Nonfiction
Selection Summary
Lions, tigers, cheetahs, jaguars, pumas, and three kinds of 
leopards—the big cats are magnifi cent predators that roam every 
continent except Australia and Antarctica. What are their habitats? 
What makes them such good hunters? How are they alike? How are 
they different? Why do tigers have stripes, jaguars and leopards have 
spots, and lions and pumas have neither? Big Cats answers all those 
questions—and more.
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Characteristics of the Text 
Genre • Nonfi ction

Text Structure • Third-person narration; one to three paragraphs per page
• Headers ask questions about the big cats; text answers questions

Content • Distribution, range, habitats
• Adaptations to the environment, and how they survive

Themes and Ideas • Big cats are well adapted to survive in their natural environments.
• Although big cats share similarities, each kind of cat is unique

Language and 
Literary Features

• Selection enlivened with interesting details
• Conversational tone

Sentence Complexity • Complex sentences, a few with embedded clauses
• Items in a series

Vocabulary • Names and terms associated with the big cats: leopards, jaguars, predators, canine teeth, 
camoufl age, savannas

Words • Primarily one- or two-syllable words: slicing, meat, background, twice
• Context provided for unfamiliar words

Illustrations • Photographs in support of text, some close-ups
Book and Print Features • Thirteen pages of text, most with photographs and captions

• Section, or chapter, headings
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Target Vocabulary

available – ready to be used or 
taken, p. 12

contentment – a feeling of 
satisfaction, p. 11

detecting – discovering that 
something is present, p. 5

ferocious – fi erce and savage, 
p. 2

keen – very sharp or sensitive, 
p. 5

mature – grown, developed, p. 3
particular – distinct from others, 

p. 14

resemble – to look like 
something, p. 12

unobserved – unseen, p. 8
vary – to change, p. 3

Big Cats by Ellen L. Moore

Build Background
Help students use their knowledge of big cats to visualize the selection. Build interest by 
asking questions such as the following: Have you ever heard a lion roar? Did you know 
that a lion’s roar can be heard for miles? Read the title and author and talk about the cover 
photograph. Tell students that the book is nonfi ction, so it contains facts and information 
about the big cats.

Introduce the Text
Guide students through the text, noting important ideas and nonfi ction features. Help with 
unfamiliar language so they can read the text successfully. Give special attention to target 
vocabulary. Here are some suggestions:

Pages 2–3: Tell students that with nonfi ction books, it is often helpful to turn a 
heading into a question and then read to fi nd the answer. Suggested language: 
Instead of “Meet the Big Cats,” we could ask, ‘Who Are the Big Cats?” The chapter 
heading on page 3 already asks a question. Can you guess where big cats live?

Pages 2–4: Discuss the photograph and caption on page 4. Ask: Does this 
jaguar resemble a household cat? It is a mature big cat, an adult—and it can be 
ferocious! Notice that the jaguar has spots. The big cats vary in appearance. Their 
habitats vary as well. They live in different kinds of places.

Page 5: Look at the photograph and point out that captions can give clues about 
information in the text. Ask: The caption says: Whiskers help cats “see” at night. 
How do whiskers help cats’ keen vision? When a cat is moving through grass in 
the dark, its whiskers are detecting what is around them.

Pages 7–8: Discuss the heading and photo caption. Ask: What is the answer to the 
question the heading asks? Here is a hint: the word “camoufl age.” You might have 
seen camoufl age clothing. Hunters wear it so they can walk unobserved in the 
forest. How do the stripes on this particular tiger camoufl age it in the forest?

Now turn back to the beginning and read to fi nd out fascinating facts about the big 
cats.
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Read
Have students read silently while you listen to individual students read aloud. Support their 
understanding of the text as needed.

Remind students to use Monitor/Clarify Strategy  as they read. Explain 
that if they fi nd that something is confusing, they should stop, reread, and fi nd ways to 
understand it.

Discuss and Revisit the Text
Personal Response
Invite students to share their personal responses to the text.
Suggested language: Which of the big cats do you fi nd most impressive? Why? 

Ways of Thinking
As you discuss the text, help students understand these points:

Thinking Within the Text Thinking Beyond the Text Thinking About the Text

• Big cats are found on every 
continent except Australia and 
Antarctica. 

• Keen eyesight and hearing 
help make the big cats superb 
hunters.

• A big cat’s home range is from 
8–300 square miles, depending 
on the availability of prey.

• The differences between big cats 
have enabled them to adapt to 
their different environments.

• Big cats require vast natural 
areas to survive outside captivity.

• Big cat predators help preserve 
the balance of nature and ensure 
that the strongest survive.

• Photos and captions supply 
details not included in the text.

• Dramatic photos pull readers 
into the selection.

• Close-ups of teeth, whiskers, and 
claws are views unique to the 
camera, impossible to capture in 
words.

© 2006. Fountas, I.C. & Pinnell, G.S. Teaching for Comprehending and Fluency, Heinemann, Portsmouth, N.H.

Choices for Further Support
• Fluency Invite students to participate in choral reading. Remind them to use natural 

phrasing, and to pause after punctuation. Remind students that a period, a question 
mark, or an exclamation requires a full stop, while a comma requires a brief pause.

• Comprehension Based on your observations of the students’ reading and discussion, 
revisit parts of the text to clarify or extend comprehension. Remind students to go 
back to the text to support their ideas.

• Phonics/Word Work Provide practice as needed with words and word parts, using 
examples from the text. Explain that vision (page 5) comes from the Latin root visio, 
meaning “sight.” Ask for other words with the same root (visible, invisible, television, 
revision, envision, visionary).
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Writing about Reading
Vocabulary Practice
Have students complete the Vocabulary questions on BLM 10.1.

Responding
Have students use their Reader’s Notebook to complete the word builder chart on page 15. 
Remind them to answer the Word Teaser on page 16. (Answer: mature)

Reading Nonfi ction
Nonfiction Features: 
Captions and Photos Remind students that nonfi ction has features such as photos and 
captions that help readers understand important information. Photos enable readers to see 
and understand what words can only describe. The text says that lions are “ferocious.” 
The photo of a snarling lion on page 6 “says” the same thing, but with impact. The caption 
on page 13 says cheetahs “fl oat” when they run. The photo of the airborne cheetah on 
page 13 convincingly demonstrates what the author means by “fl oat.” 

Captions supply details that are not mentioned in the text. It is important to read captions 
instead of skipping over them. “Reading” photographs and captions is an effective way 
to preview a nonfi ction book or article. Have students look at the photo on pages 8–9. 
Ask what they can learn from the photo (male and female lions look different; lions live in 
groups). Then have students choose a photo in the selection and replace its caption with a 
caption that describes what they see in the photo.

Writing Prompt: Thinking About the Text
Have students write a response to the prompt on page 6. Remind them that when 
they think about the text, they refl ect back on the text. They should notice and evaluate 
language, genre, literary devices, and how the text is organized.

Assessment Prompts
• Which words on page 3 help the reader understand the meaning of the word vary?

• How does the author organize the information on page 14?

• The chapter on page 13 is mainly about

________________________________________________________________.
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Target Vocabulary
Fill in the Idea Support Map with sentences that support the idea, 
“Animals face many dangers in the wild.”  Use words from the 
Target Vocabulary list.  Examples are started for you.

unobserved

mature

particular

keen

available

ferocious

vary

detecting

resemble

contentment

Vocabulary

Animals face many dangers in the wild.

Predators such as lions hide behind rocks and trees,  ______________by their prey. 

Animals may starve during cold seasons when food is not easily ______________ .

Idea:

Target Vocabulary
© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company.  All rights reserved.

Lesson 10
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Grade 5, Unit 2: Wild Encounters

Big Cats
Target Vocabulary

3

Name  Date 

To survive, animals must be very good at detecting when danger is near. 

Possible responses shown.

unobserved

available

03_5_246253RTXEAN_L10.indd   3 3/21/09   3:42:55 PM

English Language Development
Reading Support Pair intermediate and advanced readers to read the text softly, or 
have students listen to the audio or online recordings. Remind students that this selection 
deals with the different variety of large cats in the world.

Vocabulary Support Tell students that some words have more than one meaning. 
They may need to use context—nearby words— to decide which meaning is meant. Have 
students fi gure out the meanings of stalk (page 4) and pride (page 10). Discuss other 
meanings of those words.

Oral Language Development
Check student comprehension, using a dialogue that best matches your students’ 
English profi ciency level. Speaker 1 is the teacher, Speaker 2 is the student.

Beginning/Early Intermediate Intermediate Early Advanced/ Advanced

Speaker 1: Which big cats live in 
families?

Speaker 2: lions

Speaker 1: Which is the fastest big cat?

Speaker 2: the cheetah

Speaker 1: Which four big cats are the 
only ones that roar?

Speaker 2: Only lions, tigers, jaguars, 
and leopards can roar.

Speaker 1: How do tigers catch their 
prey once they spot it?

Speaker 2: Tigers stalk their prey until 
they are close enough to pounce on it.

Speaker 1: Since big cats don’t 
chew meat, what are their teeth 
designed to do?

Speaker 2: The teeth of the big 
cats are designed to cut and slice 
their meat so they can swallow it.

5 Lesson 10: Big CatsGrade 5
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Name  Date 

Big Cats
Thinking About the Text

Think about the questions below. Then write your answer in one or two 
paragraphs.

Remember that when you think about the text, you reflect back on the text. 
You notice and evaluate language, genre, literary devices, and how the text 
is organized. 

Compare the photos of the jaguar and cheetah on pages 12 and 13, 
respectively. They look similar, yet there are many differences between them. 
Which one do you think is a better hunter? Why? Which one do you think 
would be better at defending itself against a lion? Why?
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Target Vocabulary
Fill in the Idea Support Map with sentences that support the idea, 
“Animals face many dangers in the wild.” Use words from the 
Target Vocabulary list. Examples are started for you.

unobserved

mature

particular

keen

available

ferocious

vary

detecting

resemble

contentment

Vocabulary

Animals face many dangers in the wild.

Predators such as lions hide behind rocks and trees, ______________by their prey. 

Animals may starve during cold seasons when food is not easily ______________ .

Idea:

Lesson 10
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Big Cats
Target Vocabulary

Name  Date 
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14
14

13
2

Student  Date 
Lesson 10
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Big Cats
Running Record Form

Big Cats • LEVEL P

Behavior Code Error

Read word correctly ✓
cat 0

Repeated word, 
sentence, or phrase

®
cat

0

Omission —cat 1

Behavior Code Error

Substitution cut
cat 1

Self-corrects cut sc
cat 0

Insertion the

ˆcat 1

Word told T
cat 1

page Selection Text Errors Self-Corrections

2

3

A lion’s roar can be heard from miles away. It is a signal to 

other animals that a ferocious animal is close by. Lions are 

fierce hunters, able to kill large prey. They are known for their 

strength.

Lions are one of the eight big cats. Leopards, snow 

leopards, clouded leopards, jaguars, cheetahs, tigers, and 

pumas are the other members of the big cat family. Big cats 

are amazing predators, or hunters. Find out what makes them 

great hunters and how they survive.

You can find big cats on every continent except Australia 

and Antarctica. Their habitats, or places where they live, vary. 

Comments: Accuracy Rate 
(# words read 
correctly/103 × 

100)

 %

Total Self- 
Corrections 
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